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Abstract 

The sales of movie industry have increased by 4.2% in 2015 compared to 2014 as 

reported by Korean Film Industry Council. This result can be attributed to the increase in 

the ticket price in addition to the expansion of the online market. Although South 

Korean’s average annual movie consumption per capita is among the highest in the 

world, it is still difficult to estimate the probability of success for any given movie, and as 

such speculations come with high risks. Even among Holly Wood movies, only 2 or 3 out 

of 10 movies are successful, and there are many difficulties from development to release. 

Domestic movie industry also faces high risk, and the average profit from film investment 

in 2015 was at -7.2%, which shows the extreme difficulty of generating profit from 

investing in the movie industry. The attempts to minimize the risks by estimating the 

movie’s success, such as attempting to estimate the number of audience based on 

quantitative data and deduction of variables, have been partially successful. However, 

due to the unforeseen effects of social phenomena, many of these predictions have also 

resulted in failures, which often inflicts in severe financial losses to the producers. This 

paper demonstrates the use of statistical approach to predict a movie’s success, by 

analyzing the correlation between the total sales (dependent variable) and a number of 

potential influential factors (independent variables). In addition, the significance of each 

potential factor was quantified using Random Forest algorithm 
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1. Introduction 

The sales of movie industry have increased by 4.2% in 2015 compared to 2014 as 

reported by Korean Film Industry Council. This result can be attributed to the increase in 

the ticket price in addition to the expansion of the online market. Although South 

Korean’s average annual movie consumption per capita is among the highest in the world, 

it is still difficult to estimate the probability of success for any given movie, and as such 

speculations come with high risks. Even among Holly Wood movies, only 2 or 3 out of 10 

movies are successful, and there are many difficulties from development to release. The 

market size of film industry is surprisingly small compared with popular influence of 

movies. Domestic movie industry also faces high risk, and the average profit from film 
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investment in  2015 was at -7.2%, which shows the extreme difficulty of generating profit 

from investing in the movie industry[1]. 

With repeated full-scale growth in 2000s a synchronization with structure of 

Hollywood film industry is happening in Korea film industry. Media group represented by 

CJ E&M is having an increasing  on overall industry with systematization not only in 

field of investment, distribution, and screening but also in related industry such as 

broadcasting, game, and internet. Distribution market of Korea film has changed  in its 

structure from the type that production companies and small and medium size local 

distributors operated to the type that central distributor opens film at nationwide 

multiplexes at the same time. Recently, multiplex has become the type of theater itself 

occupying absolute majority of nationwide theaters. Investment source is also being 

expanded to video specialized investment unions, institutional investor, and financial 

circles and wide area opening has taken its place as an opening type of commercial film. 

Awareness of film industry practitioners has also greatly changed, and groups pursuing 

the rights of laborers are being organized and movement for treatment improvement is 

being realized. 

There have been various attempts minimizing the risks of production cost and time in 

the movie industries. In particular, the attempts have been made to predict the box-office 

of movies accurately using several mathematical models and data mining method of 

econometrics. The attempts at predicting the number of the audience prior to the 

movie’s release by extracting the variables based on quantitive data that has  been 

partially successful. Based on these results, the movie companies have been selecting 

genre of movies that are popular in given seasons and maximizing the profit by 

effectively distributing the cost of production and marketing based on predicted numbers 

of audience.  

However, in many cases, such predictions can be proven to be false, which inflicts 

great financial damage to the film producer. The unpredictability of the movie industry is 

caused by the unforeseen shifts in the overall entertainment industry, which reacts 

sensitively to social phenomena that is influenced by a large number of unknown factors. 

Furthermore, the viral factors over the internet, which are having increasing influences on 

the box office, are difficult to measure accurately. For example, while, ‘Horror movie in 

summer’ have been treated as the winning formula for box office success, this particular 

preconception has lost its power from several years ago. The previous studies regarding 

box-office have been conducted by the academia in the economics field, and these have 

only regarded factors such as, personal qualities of each directors and actors involved in 

the movie production, unique innate quality of the movie, or total capital investment for 

making the movie. This paper demonstrates the use of statistical approach to predict a 

movie’s success, by analyzing the correlation between the total sales (dependent variable) 

and a number of potential influential factors (independent variables). In addition, the 

significance of each potential factor was quantified using Random Forest algorithm. 

 

2. Related Study 
 

2.1. Previous Research on the Success of Film 

Byoung-Sun Kim(2009) analyzed the characteristics of movies based on the way it is 

released and the screening period, and their influence on the total number of audiences by 

categorizing the movie into types based on these factors. As a result, it is possible to 

perceive meaningful difference between the ‘Wide release short period’ type and ‘Narrow 

release long period’ type of movies. ‘Wide release short period’ types often indicate that 

these movies are fancy, showy, entertaining and has distinctive genres that can attract 

many audiences in a short period of time by opening in many theaters. On the other hand, 

‘Narrow release long period’ movies have little entertaining qualities and aren’t expected 
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to attract many audiences simultaneously, and therefore they are screened in a small 

number of theaters for a longer period of time. In the case of ‘Wide release short period’ 

types, dramatic decrease in screening theaters and number of audiences have been seen in 

the early stage of release, whereas ‘Narrow release long period’ types show a smoother 

increase in both factors during the early stage of opening. In addition, for the case of 

‘Narrow release long period’ movies, the factors that are applied to existing box-office 

research don’t seem to have any effect, which means that new factors have to be 

regarded[2]. 

Sun Ju Kwon(2014) predicted the box office results by analyzing the number of 

articles from the media and NAVER movie ratings data. After simplifying the model by 

assuming the typically cited factors in box-office research such as the genre, actors and 

actresses, directors, seasons etc. are reflected on the number of screening theaters, the 

box-office result in each time period was analyzed for variables that have potential 

influence on the success. As most of the sales occur within the first 3 weeks of opening 

date, the analysis was done by dividing the period as pre-release, opening week, week 2, 

and week 3. Analysis showed that relevant variables change dependent on each time 

period. For pre-release and the opening week, the number of screening theaters and the 

number of audience were relevant variables in case of Korean movies. In case of foreign 

movies, the number of screening theaters, netizen’s rating before the release, and numbers 

of news articles were meaningful. For week 2, the number of screening theaters was 

relevant for Korean box-office while the ratings and the number of news articles in the 

first week of release were relevant in the case of foreign box-office. After week 3, , the 

number of screening theaters, rating and number of news articles from week 2 were 

relevant for Korean movies, while only the number of screening theaters and number of 

articles from week 2 were meaningful for foreign movies [3]. 

Yu Jin, Jungsoo Kim, Jonwoo Kim(2014) analyzed the influence of viral factors 

among online communities toward box-office that have not been used as a variable in 

existing research. In order to do so, they concentrated on the subjects such as how size, 

direction, and network centrality of viral changes as the time after release changes. The 

analyzed result showed that the network centrality was the most useful factor to measure 

the influence within the movie communities. Based on this, the viral factors throughout 

internet communities have been revealed to have gained importance over the other 

indicators for the film’s success in the past [4]. 

Hoe-Yun Jeong and Hyung-Jeong Yang(2013) analyzed the film success indicators by 

using multiple regression analysis. Compared to the existing methods of analyzing the 

film success, their method using multiple regression analysis turned out to be 8.2% more 

effective at predicting the success of a film. In addition, prediction using artificial neural 

network turned out to be the most effective method, as it showed89.6% success rate [5]. 

Kyung Jae Lee and Woo Jin Jang (2006) predicted film success by using Bayesian 

selection model. In order to do so, they created Bayesian selection model by adding 

variables reflecting viral effect, release of competing movies along with the differences 

between the movies and uncertainty of variables, and compared it to existing artificial 

neural network model. The result appeared to be similar to that of the artificial neural 

network, but in cases of predicting commercially successful movies, the Bayesian 

selection turned out to be a superior model. Through these, the most important factors 

influencing film success turned out to be intensity of competition during the opening 

week and number of screening theaters in the opening week, etc. Actors and actresses, 

season, movie rating were not very relevant in whole level [6]. 
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Table 1. Previous Research on the Success of Film Prevention 

Byoung-Sun 

Kim(2009) 
Analyzed the characteristics of movies based on the way it is released 

and the screening period, and their influence on the total number of 

audiences by categorizing the movie into types based on these 

factors. As a result, it was possible to perceive meaningful difference 

between the ‘Wide release short period’ type and ‘Narrow release 

long period’ type of movies. 

Sun Ju 

Kwon(2014) 

Predict the box office results by analyzing the number of articles 

from the media and NAVER movie ratings data. As most of the sales 

occur within the first 3 weeks of opening date, the analysis was done 

by dividing the period as pre-release, opening week, week 2, and 

week 3. Analysis showed that relevant variables change dependent 

on each time period. 

Yu Jin, Jungsoo 

Kim, Jonwoo 

Kim(2014) 

Analyzed the influence of viral factors among online communities 

toward box-office that have not been used as a variable in existing 

research. The analyzed result showed that the network centrality was 

the most useful factor to measure the influence within the movie 

communities. 

Hoe-Yun Jeong 

and Hyung-Jeong 

Yang(2013) 

Analyzed the film success indicators by using multiple regression 

analysis. Using multiple regression analysis turned out to be 8.2% 

more effective at predicting the success of a film. 

Kyung Jae Lee 

and Woo Jin Jang 

(2006) 

Predicted film success by using Bayesian selection model. The result 

appeared to be similar to that of the artificial neural network, but in 

cases of predicting commercially successful movies, the Bayesian 

selection turned out to be a superior model. 

 

2.2. Random Forest 

As a kind of ensemble learning method used in classification, regression analysis, 2.2 

Random Forest is a learning mechanism that operates by outputting classification or 

average predictive value from multiple decision tree composed in training course. 

Random Forest method is largely composed of learning stage that organizes multiple 

decision tree and test stage to classify or predict when input vector comes in. Random 

Forest is being used as various applications such as detection, classification and sessions. 

As a technique widely used in machine learning, decision making tree can have high 

discernment as it could deeply grow upon tree characteristic. However, in wrong cases, it 

has a problem to cause overfitting. Random Forest is a model to reduce errors by leveling 

such overfitting with creation of several trees. Initial development of Random Forest 

received influence from an idea to search random subset for the decision available in the 

context to expand a single tree. The current concept of Random Forest was made of Leo 

Breiman‘s thesis [8]. This thesis suggested the method to compose forest with trees 

having no correlation by combining random not optimization and bootstrap aggregating, 

bagging. A tree in Random Forest is composed of nodes and edges in hierarchical 

structure. Nodes are divided into internal nodes and longitudinal nodes. Unlike graph, tree 

is limited that all nodes  have only one incoming edge. The number of outgoing edge from 

each internal node has no limitation, but it is mainly assumed that it has two outgoing 

edges. As a tree used to make decision literally, decision tree is a technique to divide a 

complicated question into hierarchical structure type composed with simple questions. 

Although users can directly set up parameter for a simple question, in case of a 

complicated question, tree structure and parameter is automatically learned from learning 

data. 
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3. Data Analysis 
 

3.1. Data Collection and Settlement 

In order to analyze the movie data, the list of box-office ranking data provided by 

Korean Film Council (http://www.kobis.or.kr) was downloaded. The criteria is nationality 

and classification of movie, downloaded data from January 2010 to June 2016. 

 

 

Figure 1. Site of Kobis 

The number of total data was 15,472 cases, but the actual number of data used for this 

analysis was 7,843 cases since the cases with unknown release dates were excluded. In 

one case, all the information such as Ranking (No), Movie title (M_name), Movie director 

(Director), Date of release (Release), Movie type (M_type), Nationality (Nationality), 

Number of screens (Screen), Sales (Sales), Number of audiences (Audiences), 

Genre(Genre), Grade (Grade), Movie division (M_division) are prescribed. 

 

 

Figure 2. Completed Data 
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3.2. Correlation Analysis 

Before predicting the number of audiences, the analysis of correlation between most 

influential factors for total domestic sales was performed. Total domestic sales were 

designated as dependent variables, while total number of screening theaters, audiences, 

and the date of release were designated as independent variables [7]. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Scattered Chart and Sales Variables 

To view the graph in Figure 3 a correlation coefficient is represented as in Table 2. 
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Table 2 Correlation Analysis 

 
Release Screen Sales Audiences 

Release 1.00000000 - - - 

Screen -0.02731396 1.00000000 - - 

Sales -0.04393214 0.58114608 1.00000000 - 

Audiences -0.04662930 0.57688612 0.99772413 1.00000000 

 

Since correlation is only represented in digital data when it comes to correlation 

analysis, the release date have been changed from date to numbers format. As a result, the 

variables that were found to be related to the total sales turned out to be screening 

theaters(0.58) and audiences(0.99). With these  values, it has been shown that the number 

of spectators has the biggest influence on sales of films, with less influence of the number 

of screens on sales amount. Since it is assumed that the sales increase when the number of 

audience increases, the number of audience was excluded from 3.3 Random Forest 

analysis. 

 

3.3. Random Forest Analysis 

Random Forest algorithm and R program were used for analysis. Random Forest is 

embodied by several decision-making trees, and randomForest() function is used for 

measuring the significance of each variables and selecting the variables for modeling. 

Significance of each variables are measured based on how much each variable contribute 

to accuracy and Node Impurity improvement. 

 
The release date and the number of screening theaters were set as independent 

variables, while sales were set as dependent variable. Figure 1 was used as data for 

analysis, selected number of trees was set at 500, and the significance of the variables 

were also analyzed. 

 
As a result of evaluating each variable’s significance via randomForest by using 

Importance() function, it ranked each variable’s significance for sales in the order of 

Number of screening theaters>release date. As for the significance of each variable, 

Importance type 1 was represented with %IncMSE, and type 2 was represented with Node 

Impurity (IncNodePurity). %IncMSE is the most robust and informative measure. It is the 

increase in MSE of prediction as a result of variable being permuted. Graph of 

significance of each variable using varImpPlot() is shown to be similar to Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Graph of Significance of Each Variable 

4. Conclusion 

As predicting the film’s success is gaining an increasing importance, many film success 

prediction studies are performed using various methods. Byeong Sun Kim (2009) 

categorized movies into two ways; the way it is released and screening period. The 

characteristics of the movies were determined based on the category, and their effects on 

the number of audience were analyzed. Sun Ju Kwon(2014) did an analysis based on the 

number of news articles on the media and NAVER movie rating data. Other studies, have 

analyzed the viral effect on the internet community, which aren’t typically used as a factor 

in the previous research. Thus, this paper used the data of box-office rankings from 

January 2010 to Jun, 2016 offered by Korean Film Council in order to predict the success 

of film. In one case, all the box-office information like Ranking (No), Movie title 

(M_name), Movie director (Director), Date of release (Release), Movie type (M_type), 

Nationality (Nationality), Number of screens (Screen), Sales (Sales), Number of 

audiences (Audiences), Genre(Genre), Grade (Grade), Movie division (M_division) are 

prescribed. Domestic sales were designated as dependent variable, and its correlation with 

other variables that might potentially affect sales were analyzed. The result showed that 

release date(-0.04), number of screening theaters (0.58), and the number of 

audiences(0.99) were relevant. Through the result of statistical analysis, it has been 

verified that the influence of capital, which determines the number of screen, is great, and 

this means that the capital represented by giant distributor is an important factor to be 

considered in analyzing and understanding the film market. However, as we can see that 

the correlation between nationwide sales and the number of screen is 0.58, the film having 

many numbers of screening  does not necessarily succeed in box  office hit. Through this 

we can infer that, when a film is not the one over certain level that spectators can 

universally be satisfied, it is not easy to have a box office hit, though having many 

number of screening. 

The number of audience  was excluded among the variables for Random Forest 

analysis, since it was obvious that the sales increases when number of audiences increases. 

By using Random Forest algorithm, the relevance of the variables on the total sales were 

ranked in the order of Number of screens>Release date. 

This research was performed using digitized  data, and such release data is shown to 

have negative correlation, as it was converted from date into numeric format. Further 
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research on application of analysis models after pretreatment with Random Forest 

algorithm in addition to research on predicting success of film through connected models 

are necessary 
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